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Chief Illini Exposed: A Movie Review 

Jay Rosenstein, the director of the documentary, “In Whose Honor?”, perfectly exposes 

the controversy of the University of Illinois’ mascot.  Throughout the documentary, viewers 

including myself, witness the strong opinions of the predominantly white Chief Illini supporters 

and the offended Native American people.  Tradition is a key concept throughout the film.  The 

Native Americans value their culture, and do not want people riled up at sporting events because 

a white mascot is impersonating a figure from their heritage. According to chief supporters, the 

Native American mascot is performing honorable dances, however.  Alum and various Illini 

supporters value the tradition of having the iconic chief as their beloved mascot for decades.  The 

sadness and disappointment emitted by the Native Americans is evidence of how sacred the chief 

is to them.  Rosenstein uses a variety of sources and tools to demonstrate the ongoing 

controversial topic.  

The film serves as a great source for anyone associated with the University of 

Illinois-Urbana-Champaign or Native American Culture.  The documentary shows both ends of 

the spectrum by interviewing Native Americans, as well as University alum and administration. 

The strongest advocate against the chief is Charlene Teters, a Native American who protests 

against indian mascots around the country, especially the University of Illinois (In Whose 
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Honor?).  She expresses her emotions through tears, as she and her children are highly insulted 

by Native Americans being used as entertainment at sporting events (In Whose Honor?).  Extra 

tools help show the point of view of the Native Americans.  Old photos are used of real Native 

Americans and the University's mascots.  The documentary even showed an old offensive photo 

of white University of Illinois men wearing black face (In Whose Honor?).  Black face is now 

considered completely inappropriate, so it raises the question as to why Native American paint 

and costume are appropriate. It is accompanied by mournful flute-like music to show the 

upsetting effect it can have on people (In Whose Honor?).  The music has the ability to make 

people feel sympathy for the Native Americans suffering.  

  To show the different points of view, University alum as well as University deans and 

trustees were interviewed.  Old clips of the chief perfoming were shown to portray the screaming 

crowds and the joy they felt while watching the Native American performances.  Despite what 

the Native Americans say, the chief supporters believe they are culturally correct and honoring 

the Native American people (In Whose Honor?).  An old clip of a university game showed a 

group of people defending the chief while Charlene Teters protested otherwise at Memorial 

Stadium. Different effects like slow motion were used to emphasize the emotion tied to the 

whole controversy. Personally, the music and slow motion effects played a part in my emotions 

during the film. It made the statement stronger and I felt upset for Native Americans. 

Overall, the documentary exposes the strong feelings people have towards the chief 

whether it is positive or not.  Both sides feel passionately about the topic, but only one feels true 

heartache.  The Native Americans can not escape seeing their culture used for money and 
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entertainment.  Despite the hurt the Native Americans feel, the chief supporters continue to 

represent and praise the chief. 
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